
(C) Obtain ar expression for tra[sfer gain of an
amplifier iith feedback. 4

(D) StatA advantages of negative feedback. 4

OR

(P) What are differeDt types ofNoise ? Explain thc,rmal
noise. 4

(Q) Draw cilcuit diagram of two stage Rc-coupled
amplifier Discuss its gain-frequency responsc.

4
(R) Explain efect ofseries negativc feedback on an

input impedance of the amplifier 4

(S) A voltage gain the amplilier is reduced from 60
to l5 due to negative feedback. What is feedback
factoi ? 4

(A) Define transducer. Why is il needed ? Distinguish
between a passive transducer and an active
transducer with suitable examplc. E

(B) Draw block diagram of functiofi geneEtor and
explain working of each block in hrief. g

OR

(P) What are inductive transducers ? Discuss
crnstruction, working and characterisrics of L\IDT.

I
(Q) Draw block diagram of general purpose CRO and

explair function of each block. g
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l. (A) Discuss various steps involved in solving netwo*
by-using Norton,s theorem. 6

(B) Explain superposition theorem with suitable
example. 

5

(C) Obtain Norton's equivalent circuit of the network
givel below : 5

E +
R 10 ko

15 V

& sko

OR

(P) State and explain Maximum power transfer
theorem. 

5

(Q) Explain with phase diagram, the rclationship for
voltage and cuEent in rcsistance and capacitor
under ac signal. 5
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(R) Find out the currert through'2 O' rcsistor using

superposition theorem for the following circuit

A6

(R) Explain the terms 'Depletion region' and 'Potential

barrier' for P-n junction 4

(S) Give the construction and uses of LED 4

(A) Explain with circuil diagram, the working of two-

diode futl wave reclifie! Obtain an expression

for its ripple factor and rectification efficiercy'

(B) Explain the construction'
charactelistics of SCR.

OR

8

working and

8

(P) Draw block diagram of regulated power supply'

Discuss in detail working ofZener regulator cir cuit

with resPect to liDe voltage and load variations'

(Q) Explaiu the use of IC'317 as adjustablc voltage

regulator Design an adjustable voltage regulator

using IC-31 7 for output voltage Vo = 5 V to l2 V

Given : Curent limiting resistor, R, = 240 a'
V., = 1.25 V Neglect adjustrnent terminal currenl

4. (A) Classify amplifiers on the basis ofposilion ofan

opeBtins poinr' 4

(B) Obtain rhe values of collector curretrt and collecto!

voltage of CE-transistor if Vcc = l0 V'

R* = 500 ko, RL ='2 ko, p* = loo 4
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(A) What are extrinsic semiconductors 'l Explain

mechauism of current flow through the

semiconductor 4

(B) Discuss an avalanche breakdown and zener

brcakdorrm 4

(C) Explain the corstruction and wo*ing of UJ-l

(D) Distinguish between JFEI and BJT

OR

(P) Explain the use of UJT as relaxation oscillator

4

4

4

(Q) A baltcry of Ms connect€d between bases of

UJT. lf inftinsic stand off ratio of UJT is 0 6'

find the value of peak point voltage 4
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